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Part of the 2nd Gibraltar Brigade defence scheme, which included the South West area of Gibraltar, dictated the 

setting up of several piquet posts along Europa Road from the Loreto Convent up to Europa Point and were to be 

manned in the event of a para-troop attack. A portion of this area was under the responsibility of 2 Tunnelling 

Company, Royal Canadian Engineers as they were billeted nearby. One of these piquet posts had been set up, early 

in 1941, at the entrance to the entrance tunnel to Windmill Hill flats and named Devils Bellows. This initial post was 

probably a simple affair using sandbags though consequently the decision was taken to construct a concrete 

blockhouse in this spot and designated as an Anti-Para troop post (A.P.) due to its specific role. On the 4th May 1941, 

Lieutenant Elson, Royal Canadian Engineers in command of No.2 Section commenced pouring the concrete floor as 

part of its foundations and by the end of May, the 28th to be exact, the pillbox had been formed up and concrete 

poured into them. These forms were completely stripped and the structure cleaned up by the 18th June 1941. The 

opportunity was taken to name this pillbox, FORT CANADA; this name being set in concrete on one of the exterior 

surfaces.  Although this name appears to have been chipped away shortly after, the remains can still be seen.  The 

resourceful Lt Elson, also devised a mounting for the Lewis Machine Gun to be fitted on the roof of the pillbox for its 

use in Anti-Aircraft defence against low flying enemy planes.  The original sketch, fig 1, dated 10th July 1941 shows 

some details that are not present or differ from the finished product. The primary ones are that the entrance 

corridor was not done and the location of one firing embrasure was changed to the North West facing wall in order 

to cover the approach road to Devils Bellows. 



 Fig 1 

It is clear to see that whoever drew this sketch did not see the finished article! 

 Fig 2 



Fig 2 above is an original wartime picture especially taken at the request of Lt. White: camouflage Officer of the 4th 

Devonshire Regiment who checked that the defence posts were effectively camouflaged. His conclusions on this post 

were: “Concrete post painted to look like old masonry nearby. Should have been roughly plastered, first, a painting 

does not give a sufficiently old appearance to the work.” 

At the present time, this pillbox is in excellent condition, a testament to Canadian workmanship. 
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